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IntroductIon

rAM4: the Magic Balance is an oSrIc™ compatible 
adventure module for a group of six characters levels 10 
- 12. The adventure is also suitable for use with any system 
compatible with First Edition. This module is set in the reAlMS 
of ArkonuS fAntASy cAMpAIgn SettIng. The reAlMS of 
ArkonuS fAntASy cAMpAIgn SettIng, published separately 
by Magique Productions, Ltd, is useful, but not required for 
play.

the Magic Balance was an official tournament module used 
at Michicon ‘92. This version has been adapted to the reAlMS 
of ArkonuS fAntASy cAMpAIgn SettIng and contains 
revisions that were not part of the original module.

STOP!
This module is for the Game Master’s eyes only. If you are 
going to be a player in this adventure, you should stop 
reading now!

AdAptIng to your cAMpAIgn SettIng
the Magic Balance can easily be adapted for use in any 
existing campaign setting. The town of Ruyun can be 
replaced with a similar town in your own campaign that is 
close to a marsh or swamp as well as a large forest.

Module conventIonS

Text that should be read aloud to the players will be italicized 
as follows:

This is text that should be read aloud to a player.

Read-aloud text may be read verbatim or paraphrased as 
you feel necessary. All other text should remain confidential or 
revealed to the players through investigation and discovery.Sa
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gAMe MASter’S BAckground

Shronk was a well meaning wizard who never desired to 
harm anyone or anything. He was a curious follow, however, 
and burning curiosity such as his always seemed to lead him 
into trouble. An outcast by his peers, Shronk has studied the 
arcane arts in seclusion for many years. Of late, Shronk has 
been experimenting with various aspects of plane travel. 
The existence of other planes has been an accepted fact 
for many years and actual adventures to alternate planes 
have been documented, but they are rare indeed. Even 
rarer would be to find someone who was an authority on 
the subject. Portals to other planes have been found and, 
in some unique situations, even manufactured by calling 
upon great magic. However, the number of individuals who 
have commanded such powerful magic is infinitesimal. Poor, 
misguided Shronk with the mind of a genius and heart of a 
child has surpassed them all.

Shronk began his unique studies by taking trips to many of 
the world’s finest libraries and visiting many a learned sage 
throughout the world. At first his pursuits were trivial, but 
Shronk absorbed information so rapidly that he soon began 
postulating theories and drawing conclusions that appeared 
in no textbook. In magic circles he was the laughing stock, 
a bumbling buffoon not to be taken serious, but in reality he 
had become, by default, the world’s only authority on plane 
travel. It was only a matter of time before Shronk was able 
to construct scrying devices to view the different planes. In 
time, Shronk had mapped a great deal of the planes and 
could explain their relative locations, varieties of creatures in 
existence there, physical aspects, and much, much more.

Very recently, Shronk stumbled upon his greatest discovery. 
While attempting to view a new area, Shronk located the 
existence of another plane which appeared to be linked to 
Arkonus via a small demi-plane. He was unable to see into 
the plane, but knew that it could not be reached without first 
traveling to the demi-plane. Shronk knew that conjuring the 
magic necessary for opening a portal would drain a great 
deal of energy from his body. In his old age, it could mean 
his own death for even making the attempt, but Shronk’s 
curiosity was too great. He had to know what lay on that 
alternate plane and he was willing to risk everything to find 
out. Shortly, he began gathering the necessary materials to 
open a portal that would take him to the demi-plane.

As has been Shronk’s misfortune in the past, his curiosity led 
him to great disaster. His presence on the unusual demi-plane 
caused the breakage of a divinely created magic balance 
which served to steady the magic of two worlds which are in 
close proximity, but on different planes. The accident hurled 
the two sides of the scale in opposite directions; the good half 
landing in the small town of Ruyun in the Realms of Arkonus, 
and the evil half landing in a thickly wooded forest on the 
World of Alaris. Shronk was immediately expelled from the 
plane and found himself several miles from his home by the 
shore of Lake Ganyur. As expected, a great physical drain 
was exerted over his body causing Shronk to age many years. 
It seemed impossible that Shronk could return himself to his 
hometown of Poelir (Pay-leer), but somehow he managed 
to make it.

It was only after Shronk arrived in Poelir that he discovered 
he had been propelled several days into his own future. 
Activity in Poelir was chaotic and Shronk soon learned of the 

reason: all magic in the known lands had suddenly become 
unstable and unpredictable. The wizards feared casting 
even the most elementary spells since disastrous events had 
befallen others who attempted to do so. It broke Shronk’s 
heart to see his land in such dire straits, but it hurt him even 
more when he knew that “he” must be the cause of the 
problem. Disheartened and mournfully sorry, Shronk humbly 
approached his wizard peers and recounted the story of his 
most recent experiment.

plAyer chArActerS BAckground

It has often been said that magic is the life-blood of Arkonus. 
It is a source of great power; wisdom, healing, defense, and 
offense. Without it, many fear that life would hardly resemble 
what you know it to be. Once only a theory, now that theory 
is being put to the test. Seven days ago, suddenly and 
without warning, magic began to fail. Its use has become 
unpredictable and unstable. Magic-wielding creatures are 
hesitant to call upon their sorcery for tragic incidents have 
befallen others who have attempted its use. The very fabric 
of the world seems to have been affected by the magic 
imbalance as weather patterns have become erratic and 
so-called “natural” disasters have increased since the first 
signs of failing magic.

The only place in all the Realms that is now unaffected by 
the magical fault is the King’s Castle, Palmeeron, of Poelir; 
a place that has been partially shifted to another plane 
and now serves as a mobile base from which the wizards of 
the castle have been inspecting the lands in search of the 
cause of their dilemma. After some searching, each of you 
has been contacted through various channels and brought 
to Palmeeron to see the Elder Mage, Rufus Kaylik. You stand 
together in a large chamber within the Castle of Palmeeron, 
the king’s lofty abode. Rufus Kaylik stands before you dressed 
in flowing robes of blue velvet; several of his peers are nearby. 
Rufus looks at each of you with sympathetic eyes and then 
begins very slowly, “I’m afraid there is very little I can tell you 
about what you must do. In fact, I must make it very clear that 
we don’t even yet know exactly what it is that has caused 
this tragedy to befall us. However, as you know, stories have 
been spreading about miraculous events taking place in 
the town of Ruyun. We believe that such “’miracles” could 
only have been accomplished with the aid of ultra-powerful 
magic. If true, I suspect that this magic, albeit good, “must” 
be central to our current dilemma.”

Rufus pauses for a moment and then turns to look directly at 
the leader of your group. “I believe that you have the honor of 
leading this distinguished group. Would that I could give you 
more help in this difficult undertaking, but I and my colleagues 
are completely powerless to assist you. I am trusting on your 
sound judgment to lead this party to success.”

Suddenly, a giant mage, crouching to enter the chamber 
through a far doorway, comes to Rufus. He is human-
appearing, but his height, well in excess of nine feet, is 
obviously unnatural. He bends down to speak to Rufus.

“Excuse me, sir, I just thought you should know that Shronk is 
awake and babbling madly again.”

Rufus turns to you with an awkward smile. “I’m sorry. It seems 
that I am needed. I will leave you to make your preparations 
for the journey. Barmayus and the others will assist you in 
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getting whatever you require.” Rufus and the gargantuan 
human head for the chamber’s exit without another word.

If the party lets Rufus leave without further explanation, the 
mage will not give one. He and the others are embarrassed 
by Shronk and will not reveal his involvement unless the PCs 
inquire about him. Stopping Rufus before he leaves and 
asking about Shronk will get the party a very quick, choppy 
explanation as to who he is, but will not include an admission of 
Shronk’s involvement. A further inquiry must be made before 
Rufus will ashamedly mention Shronk’s planar experiment and 
Shronk’s own belief that it was the failed experiment that may 
have caused the magical disaster. As to Shronk’s babbling, 
Rufus will explain that since his return to Poelir, Shronk has been 
incoherently rambling about some vision he recently had. He 
will say that no one has been able to make any sense out of 
it, but that the characters are welcome to accompany him 
and see what they can make of the old wizard’s ravings.

On the way to Shronk’s bedchamber, the PCs will first be 
surprised as a giant black cat nearly knocks them all down 
in its haste to reach some unknown destination. Shortly 
after, when the group enters another corridor, they will find 
it to be filled with an assortment of floating objects such as 
chairs, tables, lanterns, vials, mugs, books and the like. After 
pushing their way past the floating objects, the group will find 
themselves at the door to Shronk’s chamber where they can 
hear the loud, hoarse voice of the elderly mage who seems 
to be babbling incoherently.

Once inside the chamber, you see a young female human 
kneeling next to Shronk’s bed trying to calm the aged wizard. 
She holds a cloth which she dips into a pan of water, rings 
out, and then dabs against the mage’s forehead.

Shronk looks to be about 120 years old, extremely frail, and 
near death. He stares straight ahead, seemingly oblivious to 
anyone or anything about him. The young woman constantly 
tries to hush him with soothing words.

Attempting to talk to him at all will cause him to ramble off 
the following:

“Light! Blinding light! Deaf…deafening sound! Shattered! I 
saw it, broken. Pain…Pain! Two of them.” (Shronk nods his 
head several times). “Two…of them…”

Special note: overact Shronk’s speech!

If the PCs try to get Shronk to clarify any of what he said, he 
will cry out “Pain!” even louder than before and then collapse 
from overexertion. They will be unable to get anything further 
out of him. The young woman will advise them to leave so 
that Shronk may rest.

To complete the party’s visit to Palmeeron Castle, they may 
request items for their journey. Typical items found in a local 
equipment store will be gathered without question. For more 
exotic items, use your conservative judgment.

As for payment, the PCs have been hired for a handsome 
reward, which they have agreed to accept upon completion 
of their mission. As the GM you should decide on the exact 
amount of the reward based on the norm for your own 
campaign setting. Before leaving on their journey the PCs will 
also be given a map of the area surrounding Ruyun (Map #1) 

and a letter that is signed and sealed by Rufus which explains 
their mission and plainly indicates their being hired by the City 
of Poelir.

If the PCs question any of the mages about the giant cat, the 
floating objects, or the giant mage, they will be told that many 
attempts to use magic since the disaster have produced 
some unusual and unpredictable results. They have refrained 
from using any magic since the castle was partially shifted to 
another plane. Shifting the castle was accomplished with the 
aid of Shronk’s experimental notes and the combined magic 
of all the wizards of Palmeeron.

It is now time for the PCs to begin their quest. When the players 
have finished selecting spells and gathering equipment, 
Barmayus will bring them to a large open courtyard where a 
small herd of hippogriff is feeding on the fruit and vegetables 
of various trees and plants. Barmayus indicates that the 
creatures are to serve as steeds for the group. The PCs may 
be somewhat shocked and so Barmayus explains that the 
hippogriff are tame, raised from hatchlings, and bred for just 
this purpose. He will help any PCs to mount the hippogriff, 
briefly explain how to control the mounts, and will then see 
them off.

Hippogriff: AC 5; HD 3+3; hp 21; # AT 1; Dmg 1-6/1-6/1-10; SA 
Nil; SD Nil; MR Std; MV 180 ft., 360 ft. (Fly); SZ L; AL N

to ruyun

Upon your flying steeds, you depart Palmeeron as the castle 
floats high above the small town of Ruyun some thousand feet 
below. Very easy to spot, the town actually radiates a soft 
yellow glow which seems to protect the place like a golden 
dome. The surrounding lands look bleak in comparison.

As you descend steadily to the earth, everyone takes notice 
of a drastic change in the weather. The temperature has 
plummeted, dark clouds form rapidly overhead, and small, Sa
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